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Outline 
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Samples : 
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•DATA :  Photon stream, May10+Jul05 reRECO in CMSSW_4_2_3 (1.143fb-1) 
•MC : in 42 (Summer11) 

gamma + jet /GJet_Pt-20_doubleEMEnriched_TuneZ2_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM

diphoton born
/DiPhotonBorn_Pt-10To25_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S4_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM 
/DiPhotonBorn_Pt-25To250_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S4_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM
/DiPhotonBorn_Pt-250_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S4_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM

diphoton box
/DiPhotonBox_Pt-10To25_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S4_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM
/DiPhotonBox_Pt-25To250_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S4_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM
/DiPhotonBox_Pt-250_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S4_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM

QCD /QCD_Pt-30to40_doubleEMEnriched_TuneZ2_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S3_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM
/QCD_Pt-40_doubleEMEnriched_TuneZ2_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S3_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM

electrons from Drell-Yan /DYToEE_M-20_TuneZ2_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S3_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM 

electrons from W /WToENu_TuneZ2_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S3_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM 

H->γγ (M=115)
/GluGluToHToGG_M-115_7TeV-powheg-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S3_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM
/WH_ZH_HToGG_M-115_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S3_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM
/TTH_HToGG_M-115_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S3_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM
/VBF_HToGG_M-115_7TeV-powheg-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S3_START42_V11-v2/AODSIM 
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selection : 
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•event selection : no scraping + good vertex + 
HLT_Photon26_CaloIdL_IsoVL_Photon18_CaloIdL_IsoVL + 2 RECO 
photons passing preselection criteria :

Mγγ>80 GeV H/E < 0.1 σiηiη < 0.013 in EB
σiηiη < 0.034 in EE

isoTrack(dR=03) < 4.5 + 0,002xPt isoECAL(dR=03) < 5,0 + 0,012xPt isoHCAL(dR=03) < 3,5 + 0,005xPt

•photon selection : EGM 006 Loose
no Pixel Seed yes
trackerIso < 2 GeV

ecalIso < 4.2 GeV
hcalIso < 2.2 GeV
σiηiη 0.01(EB) 0.03(EE)
HoE 0.05

Pt, η cuts
pt >30 GeV

η-Gap not |η| <2.5 and not 1.4442 < |η| <1.566
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the input variables
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R19
Emax/Rscraw
E2x2 / E5x5

λ-/λ+

σηφ2

η-width
brem=  φ-width /η-width

λ-/σηη2

energy spread

SC axis direction 

λ- and λ+   = Eigen value of the 
covariance matrix  
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NN training : 

the weight of the NN are optimized to minimize  
the distance between the NN output and a perfect 

NN output (1 for signal 0 for bg)

8.10 Artificial Neural Networks (nonlinear discriminant analysis) 97

It is likely that the same performance can be achieved with a network of more than one hidden
layer and a potentially much smaller total number of hidden neurons. This would lead to a shorter
training time and a more robust network.

8.10.4 Training of the neural network

Back-propagation (BP)

The most common algorithm for adjusting the weights that optimise the classification performance
of a neural network is the so-called back propagation. It belongs to the family of supervised learning
methods, where the desired output for every input event is known. Back propagation is used by all
neural networks in TMVA. The output of a network (here for simplicity assumed to have a single
hidden layer with a Tanh activation function, and a linear activation function in the output layer)
is given by

yANN =
nh⇤

j=1

y(2)
j w(2)

j1 =
nh⇤

j=1

tanh

�
nvar⇤

i=1

xiw
(1)
ij

⇥
· w(2)

j1 , (73)

where nvar and nh are the number of neurons in the input layer and in the hidden layer, respectively,
w(1)

ij is the weight between input-layer neuron i and hidden-layer neuron j, and w(2)
j1 is the weight

between the hidden-layer neuron j and the output neuron. A simple sum was used in Eq. (73) for
the synapse function ⇥.

During the learning process the network is supplied with N training events xa = (x1, . . . , xnvar)a,
a = 1, . . . , N . For each training event a the neural network output yANN,a is computed and compared
to the desired output ŷa ⇥ {1, 0} (in classification 1 for signal events and 0 for background events).
An error function E, measuring the agreement of the network response with the desired one, is
defined by

E(x1, . . . ,xN |w) =
N⇤

a=1

Ea(xa|w) =
N⇤

a=1

1
2

(yANN,a � ŷa)2 , (74)

where w denotes the ensemble of adjustable weights in the network. The set of weights that
minimises the error function can be found using the method of steepest or gradient descent, provided
that the neuron response function is di⇥erentiable with respect to the input weights. Starting from
a random set of weights w(�) the weights are updated by moving a small distance in w-space into
the direction �rwE where E decreases most rapidly

w(�+1) = w(�) � �rwE , (75)

where the positive number � is the learning rate.

The weights connected with the output layer are updated by

�w(2)
j1 = ��

N⇤

a=1

⇤Ea

⇤w(2)
j1

= ��
N⇤

a=1

(yANN,a � ŷa) y(2)
j,a , (76)

X1 to XN are the training events 

if the stat of signal >> stat of bg : the training will 
privilege the signal shape

NN training configuration
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•MLP with decorrelation
• Neuron type  : tanh
• VarTransform :N
• NCycles : 600
• Hidden Layers : N,N-1
• TestRate : 5
• no regulator

training = error back-propagation -> minimize error 
between perfect NN output and the real NN output

after EGM loose photon ID 
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result after EGM-006
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GammaJet EMenriched 
as signal

QCD doubleEMenriched as 
background
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best performance respect to 
other methods :
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performance for H->gg
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performance for each category
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cat0 R9>0.94 and γ in EB
cat1 R9<0.94 and γ in EB
cat2 R9>0.94 and γ in EE
cat3 R9<0.94 and γ in EE

categories definition : 

preselection  : H/E < 0.1
σiηiη < 0.013 in EB and σiηiη < 0.034 in EE
isoTrack(dR=03) < 7,0 + 0,002xPt
isoECAL(dR=03) < 8,2 + 0,012xPt
isoHCAL(dR=03) < 4,4 + 0,005xPt

samples for the test : 
signal : H->γγ (M=115GeV, gluons fusion)

background : the 2 bins of QCDdoubleEMenriched

trouver la référence où 
qui montre que ce sont 
bien les cuts de CIC...
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performance for each category
• CIC = here only scenario 1 of CIC (use only default 

vertex and no rho correction for PU)
• EGM 10-006 Loose  = here isoTrack calculated 

with default vertex and no rho correction
• cuts optimization from TMVA (using  Monte 

Carlo Sampling and cut on : trackIso, ECALiso, 
HCALiso, HoverE, σiηiη, with or without the NN 

output)
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performance for each category
R9>0.94 and photon in EB R9<0.94 and photon in EB
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performance for each category
R9>0.94 and photon in EE R9<0.94 and photon in EE
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RAW significance estimation
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cat0 cat1
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RAW significance estimation
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cat2 cat3
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eff on diphotons
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cat0 cat1
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eff on diphotons
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cat2 cat3
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backup slides : 
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input variables definition
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�width =

r
�i

Ei

ESC
(�i � �SC)2(i = RH 2 SC)

i = RH ∈ E5x5

�2
�� = �iwi(⇥i � ⇥̄)2/�iwi

wi = max

✓
0, 4.7 + log

✓
Ei

E5x5

◆◆

lambda ratio:K. Karafasoulis, A. Kyriakis, and D. Maletic, «Neutral Pion 
rejection for isolated and unconverted photon candidates using CMS ECAL and 
Preshower detector», CMS Note 2008/063 (2008).

'brem', etawidth: Y. Maravin, K. Kaazde, Y. Gershtein,  CMS IN-2010/008 -- 
Review of clustering algorithms and energy corrections in ECAL
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input variables definition
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Figure 3: Minimum decay angle !MIN for "0, as a function of !.

3 Moments of energy distribution
A cluster is basically a spatial distribution (in the #-$ plane) of the energy deposit in the ECAL crystals. Like every
other bidimensional distribution, a cluster can be described by its moments with respect to the major and minor
axes, defined as the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix

COV!" =
!

S!! S!"

S"! S""

"
(6)

with

Sµ# =
N#

i=1

wi (µi ! "µ#) (%i ! "%#) (7)

where N is the number of crystals in the cluster, µi and %i are the #, $ indices that identify the i-th crystal of the

cluster and "µ# =
$

i
wi·µi$
i
wi

. The weight wi

wi = max

%
4.2 + log

!
Ei

ERECO

"
; 0

&
(8)

is the same used to calculate the position of a cluster [1]. The covariance matrix has already been used to provide
a quantitative description of non-pointing photon signature [2].

Major and minor axes correspond to the directions along which the standard deviation of the energy distribution is
respectively largest and lowest. Moments of order n are defined as

Mn
MAJ(MIN) =

$N
i=1 wi

'
dMIN(MAJ)

i

(n

$N
i=1 wi

(9)

where dMAJ
i (dMIN

i ) is the distance between the center of the i-th crystal and the major (minor) axis, expressed
in terms of #,$ indices. In the following we focus on the second-order moments since they have the highest &-"0

discrimination power. Moments with n > 2 are strongly correlated with second-order moments and therefore they
are useless. Figure 4 shows a "0 cluster with ' = 6 cm. Lines represent major and minor axis, and their length
corresponds to M2

MAJ and M2
MIN value.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the average value of M 2
MAJ for photons and neutral pions, as a function of

'EST . For pions, M2
MAJ increases with larger values of 'EST , since the energy deposit has a greater spread

along the direction of the major axis. For photons, instead, M 2
MAJ is quite independent on 'EST . For this

reason, M2
MAJ is a very powerful variable to distinguish between photons and pions. On the contrary, the energy

distributions for photons and neutral pions along the minor axis are very similar to each other, regardless of the
value of 'EST : in other words, M2

MIN is connected to the electromagneticity of a reconstructed cluster. As shown
in Figure 6, M2

MIN has no discriminating power between photons and neutral pions, so it is not used in this study.
However, M2

MIN can have other applications of interest. It could be used, for example, to distinguish between
electromagnetic and hadronic clusters (jets).

Figure 7 shows M2
MAJ distributions for photons and neutral pions with 0.8 cm < 'EST < 1 cm. Figure 8 gives

5

dMAJ (dMIN) is the distance 
between the center of the i-th 
crystal and the major (minor) axis

sMaj: D. Franci, S. Rahatlou, and D. del Re, «Studies for photons and neutral pions 
identification in the ECAL barrel region», CMS Note 2008/075 (2008).


